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Mr Chancellor, Donald Poon-huai Liao revolutionised the way ordinary people live in 

Hong Kong. His work as a young architect and then as a leading politician changed 

the face of public housing developments in the former British colony; his projects 

modernised the visual identity of Hong Kong and improved the quality of life of 

hundreds of thousands of its people. They also had a substantial impact on social 

housing planning far beyond the borders of Mr Liao’s adopted homeland. 

 

Forced to leave his native Taiwan as an 18-year old in 1947 as the country plunged 

into political turmoil, Donald Liao’s original plan was to learn English in Shanghai and 

then go to university in America. Fate took him to Hong Kong instead, where for the 

next decade he studied and then taught Architecture. Keen on the prospect of seeing 

a different part of the architectural world, he secured a British Council scholarship to 

study Landscape Design at King’s College Durham in 1957. 

 

His Durham studies were to inform some of the defining characteristics of Mr Liao’s 

future work in designing and managing major new housing estate developments. 

Upon returning to Hong Kong, he accepted a post at the Hong Kong Housing 

Authority, where his first commission was designing a 2000-unit housing complex in 

the Ma Tau Wai district. His first action was to put a tree preservation order on the 

site. The trees are still prospering 50 years later. 

 

Donald Liao became a world-leading figurehead for a new concept of utilitarian 

public housing developments which helped to rid Hong Kong of the blight of shanty 

areas. His projects aimed to radically enhance the quality of life for their lower 

income inhabitants by incorporating key amenities - markets, shops, banks, libraries, 

schools and green spaces - to form comprehensive communities which fully catered 

for the daily needs of the people who lived there. This improvement in the living 

conditions of many thousands of the population also fulfilled a key tranche of the 

public health agenda in Hong Kong. All this was done whilst still accommodating 
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some more traditional aesthetics, such as constructing buildings in accordance with 

feng-shui principles. 

 

The Wah Fu Estate, completed in 1967-68 and perhaps Mr Liao’s “favourite baby”, 

became one of the most publicised housing developments in the world. Numerous 

politicians – especially from the UK – came to view the estates designed by Mr Liao 

to obtain insight into how to create successful communities within high-density social 

housing projects.  

 

Having already represented the Hong Kong Government at a UN seminar in 

Copenhagen, Mr Liao was made Hong Kong Commissioner for Housing and a 

member of the Town Planning Board at the tender age of 39. His civil service career 

continued to progress through to the most senior levels; after a seven year stint as 

Director of Housing at the Hong Kong Housing Authority, Donald Liao served as 

Secretary for Housing in the Hong Kong Government and Chairman of the Housing 

Authority between 1980-85. He also served as a Member of the Hong Kong 

Legislative and Executive Councils throughout the 1980’s, and served on the Sino-

British Joint Liaison Group. His final Government position before retirement in 1989 

was as Chief Secretary for District Administration (Home Affairs). 

 

A busy retirement life then followed a busy civil life. Mr Liao held several corporate 

directorships during the 1990’s, and enjoyed stints as the Chairman of the HSBC 

China Fund and as a Member of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange Council. He also 

served as a Hong Kong Government advisor from 1992 to 1997, and was a member 

of the Selection Committee that appointed the first Chief Executive of the Hong Kong 

Special Administrative Region under the authority of the Chinese Government. 

 

Donald Liao remains a vocal advocate of the importance of dedicating a significant 

amount of space to green area in every new building or estate; residents can thank 

architects like him for the green that can be spotted among the concrete, chrome 

and glass of modern-day Hong Kong.  
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Now into his eighties, he still continues on a personal pursuit for new knowledge and 

experience; already a fluent speaker of English, Mandarin, Cantonese and 

Japanese, he is working to add German and Italian to this impressive list. 

 

As such, Mr Liao embodies the aspirations we have for all Durham graduates – to be 

pioneers in their chosen field, implementing radical ideas and new ways of thinking 

that improve the way we live our lives. 

 

Mr Chancellor, I present Donald Poon-huai Liao to receive the degree of Doctor of 

Science honoris causa. 
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